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W hat is money? What is its
origin? In reality, nobody
has yet defined it; at

most, what has been done is plumbed
only the “technical” and “function-
al” aspects of it. We confront this
theme because we realize that curren-
cy, yesterday and above all today,  has
had an enormous importance in the
social-economical and political events
of our society. Above all we are con-
cerned with posing and answering
these questions:

– What is currency?
– Why is it that the more a country is

industrialized, the more it produces,
the more it is in debt?

– And to whom is it indebted?
– Why is it that Third World coun-

tries, though having huge natural
resources, are starving?

1. WHAT IS CURRENCY?

So far, the definitions of currency proposed are designated
as “credit value” and “conventional value.”
“Credit value” means that the possessor of a bank-note,

claims a credit against the Issuing
Bank (in Italy, la Banca d’Italia).
“Conventional value” means that the
currency has that value because it was
established by convention. A just or-
der of the “International Monetary
System” is indispensable for the
peaceful coexistence of peoples; the
knowledge of the organization of this
system, and of the potential of the
monetary instrument, is utterly neces-
sary, so that, whoever uses it, does so
only to offer a service to humanity
and not to use it as an instrument with
which to threaten the fundamental lib-
erty of all peoples. Today, with much
ease and with too much trust, public
opinion has accepted as a legitimate
fact the institutionalization of the so-
called “paper gold.” The general
public, in fact, is convinced of “con-

vertibility” of paper money into gold.
The reality, however, is quite different, even if almost all
public opinion overlooks it; effectively: «In 1935 the con-
vertibility of the lira into gold stopped, and at the same
time the “suspension” of the obligation for the Bank of
Italy was decreed. Since the end of 1926, the law of the
Monopoly of the Emissions was enacted to keep avail-
able intentionally, a gold reserve of not less then 40% of
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the money in circulation and pledge of cash on delivery
[payment on receipt] (see R. Gattoni, “How the Bank of
Italy functions,” p. 52). Therefore, the caption on the ban-
knotes: “Payable or payment on receipt” has no meaning.
Sure enough, since then there is no longer coverage nor
convertibility into gold, therefore, money as “trust de-
posit” results only in public illusion! ...maintained skilful-
ly only in order to convince the man on the street. In fact:

– An objective limit exists to the
issue of money, based on the
quantity of the “gold reserve.”

– Money cannot be issued free
(as it actually is) from the Issu-
ing Bank, because apparently
conditioned by the production
and availability of the real co-
modity (gold).

With the pretext of the gold re-
serve, it is essentially desired to
preserve the public opinion, which
is the conditioned reflex caused by
the old monetary system, i.e., the
use of money commodity (gold, sil-
ver, salt, tobacco, shells, etc.) that,
already belongs to the “History of
the economy.” This strategy, on the
part of the International Monetary
Banking System, is based on con-
fusion willfully preordained be-
tween two concepts of “credit val-
ue” and “conventional value.” So
that, with the issue of paper money
structured to as fake “promissory
note” or “phony deposit valida-
tion,” induces the community to
give merchandise, which has a
cost, against paper gold, which has
no cost!  At the international bank-
ing vertex it has been possible to
substitute for money merchandise,
the monetary symbol at nil cost,
because a fundamental principle of
the “philosophy of value” is understood, that is: that the
value is never a quality of the material, but a dimen-
sion of the spirit!
So, for example, we might say that the pen has a value be-
cause we expect to write with it. Therefore, the value is
the relation between the moment of the expectation and
the expectation fullfilled.  Also the money has a value be-
cause each one is ready to change merchandise into mon-
ey, because each one expects to be able to give, in turn,
money for merchandise. Therefore,  as foreseen, other
people’s conduct as its own condition, is the source of the
conventional monetary value. The conventional value,
falsely passed off as “title of credit,” the banking system
obtains the objective of appropriation of the conventional
values produced by the community.

The bank transforms its own “Debt,” only apparent,
into a tangible accumulation of wealth, by a Macroscop-
ic Accounting Reversal of which nobody, unfortunately, is
aware, perhaps because is too obvious!  and that it permits
appropriating a value that has nothing to do with the
“credit,” which extinguishes itself with “payment,” while
the money continues to circulate after each transaction, in-
definitely. 

The category of the “conventional”
values, even today is almost entire-
ly ignored by the economic science
(establishment) and by the legisla-
tive system, to the point that a
valid monetary juridical regime
still does not exist. According to
the traditional theories, when we
speak of “value,” as a rule, we er-
roneously understand by that term,
the “cost” value, as being the in-
corporation of the cost of the prod-
uct (example gold money). Histori-
cally, it has been proven that each
time a merchandise has been con-
sidered “a currency symbol,” its
value has notably risen; this shows
that the value of a good is com-
mensurate with its benefit.  
The currency takes its value by the
simple fact that it is a “unit of mea-
sure of the value of the goods.  As
the yardstick has the quality of
length because it measures length;
as the kilogram has the quality
weight because it measures weight,
so currency has the quality of val-
ue because it measures value.  We
must attain financial responsibility
of this truth and discover the im-
mense potentiality of value of the
mental activity of the group. It has
been demonstrated by the fact that
the monetary value subsists even
when the monetary symbol is of nil
cost, and is lacking of any form of

reserve, as for example the “dollar,” declared non convert-
ible, non guaranteed and not covered by gold, by President
Nixon on August 15th 1971 at Camp David; as also we
have seen in Italy, even since 1935. To recap, then we can
say that “money” has the dual characteristic of being the
unit of measurement of the value of goods, but also the
Power of Acquisition of such Goods. 
It is time that public opinion becomes aware that those
who create the value of Money are not those who issue
and print it, but those who accept it as medium of pay-
ment, that is the Community!!! The lack of this aware-
ness means it that, by usurping of the monetary value, it is
not the people but the International Banking System, by
virtue of “cultural monopoly” of the category of the con-
ventional values.

Prof. Giacinto Auriti.
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The Issuing Bank creates the money just for the cost of
printing, in other words, paper and typographic colours. It
is the community which gives monetary value to the ban-
knotes, accepting them as “medium of payment.”

Today we observe that, in every modern state, the citizens,
represented by the Treasury, becomes indebted to the Is-
suing Bank for all the money that the Bank puts into the
marketplace (In fact the bank debits the said amount to the
state). Such amounts instead ought to be accredited to the
State, i.e., to the citizens the legitimate owners because
they work, and through the medium of their work create
wealth, and the wealth, therefore, is represented by Mon-
ey; rather than to the Issuing Bank. This Macroscopic Ac-
counting Reversal means that to-
day any political, economical, so-
cial apparatus (Public Institutes,
State- controlled institutes, etc.,)
will be conditioned in their deci-
sions and in their choices by the
Banking System!

2. ORIGIN OF MONEY

The oldest document, ancestor of
our Paper-Money, is the “Mamre”
which is discussed at length in the
Bible, in the Book of Tobias. The
“Mamre” was the real “mone-
tary instrument” of the Israelites
which was entrusted to the “reli-
gious” sensitivity and the respon-
sibility of individual believers,
and it was protected and sup-
ported by “solidarity lending”
that extended to the whole Peo-
ple God.
In the Book of Tobias, it is pre-
sented as an “instrument of char-
ity.” It does not need many words
to comment on the moving story of
Tobias, son of Tobit, and the high
sense of religiosity of that story.
“Debt endowed with power of movement without the
need of endorsement,” the Bible devotes not a few vers-
es, but an entire book, so “the establishment of the
monetary instrument” was  important and it does not
speak in abstract form, but with clear and simple language
understandable to all. The establishment of “Mamre” is
transmitted from generation to generation as a means to
draw upon oneself the divine blessings, the true and fit-
ting exercise of charity, and the gift and loan without
interest are the source of life that frees from evil.
The Receipt, or “Mamre,” as it is sanctified and in-
grained with the emanation of God, so that the Most High
does not hesitate to send one of the seven Archangels ad-
mitted to His presence, Raphael, to accompany the “credi-
tor,” Tobias, on his long journey that will lead to the “col-

lection” of “credit.” And in the journey He fills him with
the blessings of life: he finds a wife, he brings the tangible
material goods and unites him to friends. God Himself,
through His Archangel, by the “collection” takes care of
the “loan” (see Chap 5-12). 
Paper-Money, so conceived, is the holiest and most sa-
cred of all coins minted and visualized in gold and silver
from ancient civilizations, as other peoples coined the
“money” in the most precious metals, no people reached
the extraordinary mystical-religious conception of the He-
brew people.
On the border of the Promised Land, Moses revealed to
the people of God, the Secret Commandment of Power
and Goodness. God, through the mouth of Moses, com-

manded to entrust this secret to the
only Word and to the Tradition
with the obligation to transmit it to
future generations, but this duty
was neglected, and from ancient
times the “secret” of the “Power”
was monopolized by the “curse
of the human race.”
«I call heaven and earth to wit-
ness” says Moses, “I put in front
of you Life and Death, Blessing
and Curse. Therefore choose life,
that thou mayest live, thou and
thy posterity. Loving your God
and obeying His voice» (Deut. 30:
19, 20).
The Commandment of “Power” is
what gives a man the right to enter
into the process of “Creation,” by
changing the structure and evolu-
tion of living species and of territo-
ries, of the constituent elements of
“matter”: this “commandment”
has to be placed at the service of
Creation! It cannot remain hidden
and monopolized by a few, who
use it as a weapon, and in order to
achieve a dreadful tyranny on the
work of God!
The Commandment of Power

must not be subordinated to greed and pride of man
and of nations a Commandment, precisely because “The
Revealed Truth,” given, does not come from the creature,
but from the Creator! This commandment imposes on
those who use it, that they subordinate themselves in an at-
titude of “brotherhood” and “charity,” a “universal”
precept of love; this is the substance of the Revelation of
Moses.

A “rabbinic” parable makes explicit reference to this Com-
mandment, presenting a dialogue between God and
Moses: «God, after having taught the Torah to Moses, he
said: “Teach it to Israel.”» And Moses replied: «Lord of
the Universe, I will put it in writing for him.» 
But God stopped him and said: «I do not want you to put

Mosès.
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it in writing, because I foresee that the nations of the
world will dominate Israel, and then will try to take
away the Word. I give to Israel in writing only the Mick-
ra, but I communicate only “orally” the Mishnah, the Tal-
mud and the Haggadah. If the nations of the world come
to dominate Israel, it will be distinguished from them
thanks to the Mishnah and the Talmud. In this way the Is-
raelites will be differentiated from all
other peoples.”
Few books have been read and com-
mented on as much as the Bible, yet
the social doctrine of Moses, which
has been translated into an explicit
“monetary institutionality,” imposed
with extreme solemnity on the Hebrew
people, just at the moment when they
entered the “Promised Land,” has re-
mained “taboo!”
It seems that a mysterious “censorship”
has prevented eyes from seeing, ears
from hearing and the words from being
spoken!  Nevertheless the words are all
before us, as they were before the gen-
erations that preceded us over the mil-
lennia.
The “monetary social doctrine” of
Moses is contained in  Deuterono-
my and is essentially based on
three principles: 

1. All believers in God must mu-
tually give each other “loans”
without “interest” to the ex-
tent of their need. 

2. The “loan” has an ephemeral
life: every 7 years it is can-
celled, even if it was not paid
(the sabbatical year).

3. No believer can make images of
God, either carved or engraved
or printed, nor on stone or met-
al. Precious metals can be
used as merchandise but not
as currency.

From these three premises arise a
fourth principle: “For those who
believe in God should loan to each
other, in accordance with their
needs,” any “debtor,” at any moment could have paid
off their “debt” with the proceeds of a “new” debt con-
tracted to a “new” creditor. Therefore, the Command-
ment of Moses rendered insolvency debt impossible,
and in addition, as a consequence of the impossibility of
“minted” coins made of precious metals, it was neces-
sary to have recourse to another currency. This coin was
formed by the “received credit” that the debtors issued,
they circulated without the need of “endorsement”, and
they were called “Mamre:” the ancestor of our Paper-

Money.
The “Mamre” was born as a “perfect” instrument of
charity and brotherhood. 
The “credit” Commandment has established a very spe-
cific “pact” between God and His people, who, by means
of this instrument, has created a particular “social
structure,” unique in ancient history, that is in essence,

the “structure” of a “Credit Cooper-
ative,” as well as, the possibility of
creating from nothing a nominal
money (paper) that cost nothing, but
has an actual value, arbitrary and
conventional, and with an absolute
guarantee, because it is protected by
the “solvency” of the whole people of
God. 
This Commandment was a promise
for mankind. It was an instrument of
charity, of love and of prosperity for
all nations! 
But it has been transformed into an in-
strument of prey, of tears and suffer-
ing! Sure the “weight” of that Com-
mandment, the “secret” of Power,
loaded on the fragile back of a archaic
pastoral people must have been too

much, and the temptation, continu-
ous and incessant. Over the cen-
turies and millennia, that race must
have been in the grip of a terrible
spiritual warfare, lacerating its reli-
gious, cultural and political struc-
ture. The speech given by Moses
before his death was clear: he had
endowed his people with the “se-
cret” of Power, and of Brother-
hood, to reveal to all future gener-
ations! 
«That thou mayst pass in the
covenant of the Lord thy God,
and in the oath which this day
the Lord thy God maketh with
thee. [That he may raise thee up
a people to himself, and he may
be thy God as he hath spoken to
thee, and as he swore to thy fa-
thers Abraham, Isaac, and Ja-
cob. Neither with you only do I
make this covenant, and confirm

these oaths.  But with all that are present and that are
absent.» [Deut 29: 12-15]
This means that the commandment of Moses was re-
vealed for all the peoples of the earth, who are still wait-
ing for the “instrument,” the “institutionality” that
makes brotherhood and love possible: money, but used in
the “ways” and “terms” prescribed by God (through the
mouth of Moses), to date, unfortunately always kept
hidden for their own advantage and never revealed by
our “Elder Brothers”!!

«Thanks to our Press, 
we have gotten 

all the gold in our hands, 
despite the fact 

that we had to gather it 
out 

of the oceans 
of blood and tears ...»

(Mayer Amschel Rothschild, 1773)
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3. FROM “MAMRE” TO MODERN MONEY
(cause of the fall of Roman Empire)

The Mamre soon spread outside Israel, as the foreign
merchants were willing to accept these monetary “sym-
bols” in lieu of monetary gold coins; for two main rea-
sons: because the merchants themselves wanted to
avoid being robbed; and because they had, in the sym-
bol, the “maximum” trust, in that the “receipt” of pay-
ment issued by a single Israelite was securely guaran-
teed by the entire Israel. The certainty in performance

became that whoever was holding the “title of credit,”
felt more advantaged to keep it with him, rather than pre-
senting it for collection. At this point, the “original” na-
ture of the “document” was modified since the function of
“paper credit” was lost to become that of “conventional
monetary value!”
It was said “conventional value” was given to the “docu-
ment” by the same economic operators, as a consequence
of the certainty of being able to claim it at maturity; they,
therefore, were satisfied merely by the possession of that
document, so they did not feel the need to present it at col-
lection. That is why in trading practice, paper money is-
sued by a mere component of the Israelite people, ac-
quired a value equivalent, if not superior, to that of
gold.
The Israelites could put on the market an unlimited
amount of Mamre that “acquired” a “real value,” which
were acknowledged by individual traders who accepted

them as a “medium of payment” but, in reality, of “zero
cost” (only paper and ink). The Mamre did not cause the
accumulation of “liabilities” (among Israelites), because
every seven years, according to the Mosaic Command-
ment, all the “debt” was cancelled; however, (the lender)
came to seize all the goods, as we have seen. The mer-
chants preferred Mamre to gold itself, so the Mamre con-
tinued on its way from border to border, being the certain
possessor of solvency and collectability...
With the “Diaspora,” the Hebrew people conquered the
“monetary sovereignty” among all peoples of the world,
precisely through the Monopoly of the coinage of mon-
ey symbols for zero cost, made possible by the “exclusiv-
ity” of the monetary and cultural “secret” of which
they remained sole possessors, and by the link estab-
lished between the “Israelite colonies” of the Mosaic
Law.
The Hebrew paper money came, in effect, to compete
with the activities of those who used money merchandise
(gold, silver, bronze, livestock, salt, etc.).
The potential for exchange of those who used the com-
modity money, in fact, was constrained by the amount of
these precious goods available, while paper money was
inexhaustible. The consequence of this state of affairs was
that everywhere the Hebrew “Diaspora’s” trading activity
operated, the use of money-lending, along with monetary
gold, silver or bronze, made all money more plentiful.
Consequently, the gold, silver and bronze had ever less
value where paper money circulation was augmented.
The “Bad money” (at no cost) then pushed out the
“good Money.” The fact was verified in the first three
centuries of the Roman Empire. The immense power of
the Hebrews, spoken of by Tacitus, was economic lend-
ing, and demonetization of all the peoples of the
Mediterranean which caused the collapse of the Ro-
man Empire. Circulation and indebtedness of Rome to
Israel was like a noose around the neck.
Throughout the “Middle Ages,” and to this day, none of
the Christian commentators on Deuteronomy have been
able to pierce the veil of mystery it contains. No one has
penetrated the secret that God has entrusted to the oral
tradition of the Hebrew people, the well-kept secret,
since no one has ever been able to reveal it!

Nobody realized that the Christian peoples were de-
monetised, not because they were subject to loans at
exorbitant and usurious interest, but because, in effect,
with their trading on the monetary market, a coin was
established that was a “tax”!
So the people were not dispossessed of the interest, but
of the value relative to the principal (wealth) created
(the Mamre) out of nothing  and loaned to them!
Only in the last three centuries, after the “Creation of
Money,” on the part of Institutes of Issue, in Amsterdam,
London, and later in the USA, the “privilege” to create
money out of “nothing” was transferred to an “official
institutionality”: the Bank.
«The Bank of England, for example, was based on the
discovery that, instead of lending money, it could lend

The Bank of England, founded in 1694.
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the Bank’s own “promissory notes» (See Ezra Pound
“Work and Usury” p. 68, Ed Scheiwilier, 1972).
The Bank has a “structure” of “hybrid” character between
the political and the private sector, which is between the
“power” group and the “Club,” but no one can deny that in
those clubs, the modest “puppets” that recite are “remote-
controlled” with strings that go to the “mysterious” and
“invisible” “Lords of Money.” Still today before our eyes
they repeat the same moves of the “monetary strategy,”
learned three thousand years ago, at the gates of the
Promised Land, by the same voice of Moses.
«The world is governed by very different personages
from what is imagined by those who are not behind the
scenes.» (Benjamin Disraeli).
«Let me issue and control a nation’s money and I care
not who writes the laws.» (Meyer Amschel Rothschild,
1744 -1812).
To no avail are the speeches, warnings and “curses” of
Moses to his people; he himself says:

«I know that you are a stiff-necked people,
proud ... you have transgressed the law of God
while I was with you; I know that you will trans-
gress even more so now that I’m about to leave
and even when I will be no longer with you. And
then the “curses” will come true and you will
be “scattered” among all the nations, and you
will be servants; life will tremble in your
heart. Every hour of the day you freeze from
fright. And all this will happen because you
transgressed this law of God, revealed
through my word. But I have prayed to God to
have mercy on you, and the end of time you will
be forgiven and return to your fatherland, be-
cause you will obey the commandment of God.»
[Deut 31:27-30]

The mysterious Lords of the Money, still today keep well
hidden the terrible “secret” of money creation that God
wanted to give them, for their own happiness and the hap-
piness of others. It is enough to think that, in our day, we
have great sources of energy that can make deserts bloom
and polar ice caps melt; the resources are particularly lim-
itless. So why, even today, do some 30 million people a
year die of hunger? That is: one person every second, a
child every two seconds?

4. POLITICAL SOVEREIGNTY 
AND MONETARY SOVEREIGNTY

With the creation of the “Bank” then, there was the de-
monetization of gold: the currency-commodity (gold)
was replaced by banknotes at no cost. 
The gold, in fact, was relegated to a secondary role, com-
modity trading ever less used as currency, and kept its val-
ue fixed since 1717, the official date of the creation of the
Bank of England (see A.Z. “The Eye Above the Pyramid,”
p. 17, Tip. Artigianelli), although operating since 1694 un-

til 1944, the year of the “Bretton Woods Agreement.”
Let us not forget that in 1717, three major events occurred: 

1. The “fixity” of gold is established; 
2. The Bank of England is officially founded; 
3. Establishment of the Grand Lodge of London.

The “control” of the issuance of paper money notes,
symbols at zero cost implemented by banks, has made
possible a “strategy” of domination of all markets, with
the consequence of stealing political (and economical)
purchasing power of money which was at their dispos-
al, that is, of their “economic-productive potentiality”
and therefore, in essence, political Sovereignty!
All the vaults of the old Royalist-Christian Europe
were emptied of their contents, not as much for its mate-
rial content, but for the immaterial: the Value!

Governments were thus forced to indebit themselves to
the banking system by borrowing Banknotes (at zero
cost) to spend on the achievement of their projects and for
the fulfilment of their undertakings.
Once then “monetary value” was extracted from gold, it
was acquisitioned by the “banking system,” producer of
the “paper money” at no cost, which thus became the
new master of the world.

Wall Street. New York Stock Exchange.
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The realization of this “instrument of domination” was
made possible by the “cultural monopoly” of the “issue
of the conventional values at zero cost” (banknotes), leg-
islatively and legally recognized by the Bank.

To the issuance of money has been applied a principle
well known to the “Schools” of Upper Diplomacy, so
the other party accepts a condition that would never be ac-
cepted had they known the implicit “clause” set in the con-
tract.

So it is that he who “takes money” on “loan” from the Is-
suing Bank explicitly recognizes himself “the debtor”
(when in fact he is not!): 

– Firstly, without realizing it, he recognizes, in those
“documents” received from the Bank, the quality of
“money” (because he accepts them as a “means of pay-
ment”) and, 

– Secondly, he attributes ownership to the Bank, be-
cause “lending money” is a “prerogative” of the owner.

Therefore, the Bank will charge the banknotes to the
State. The Bank declares itself “debtor,” because in fact
on banknotes, there always appears the inscription:
“payable to bearer,” but, in reality, it only gives “false

promissory notes,” because, in our case, the Bank of Italy
gives us nothing if, for example, we present L. 100,000 in
banknotes at the “desk.” You can only exchange them for
more banknotes of the same amount; you cannot get gold
coins or bullion, since no “money” is covered, secured
and convertible into gold.

So, what do we do? At the time of issue of money, citizens
are dispossessed and indebted to their own currency by the
Central Bank; so it is obvious that this severe degeneration
of the Monetary System cannot be eliminated unless the
rectification of the defect at the root is made at the source,
and we make known to humanity what is happening be-
hind its back and to its skin.
The “ownership” of “money” must be taken away from
the International Banking Oligarchy and restored to
the people, who are the “legitimate and sole propri-
etors.” “The money belongs to those who work and not
to parasites,” and this is made explicit, first of all, by
putting on the banknotes the words “State of Italy,” i.e.,
sovereign “State Money.”
It was precisely for this decision to regain monetary  sov-
ereignty, with the printing of “Greenbacks” (American
State Banknotes) before the Civil War, that Abraham
Lincoln was assassinated with a bullet to the head on
April 14, 1865. And it was just because he wanted to
counter the control of the money and the interests of U.S.
bankers, that, having ordered the printing of several mil-
lion dollars, denominated “UNITED STATES NOTE”
instead of “FEDERAL RESERVE NOTE,” that John F.
Kennedy was assassinated in Dallas, also with a bullet in
the head on November 22, 1963.

5. TO WHOM ARE WE IN DEBT?

Another fundamental question of which we must deal is
that of the futility of the “Monetary Reserve.” Today, no
“money” whatsoever is anchored to a gold reserve, not
even the U.S. dollar, as was declared by President
Richard Nixon on August 15, 1971 at Camp David, and
reported by all the mainstream press.
So, it is not understood why the Issuing Banks of the
USA, the USSR and the IMF can issue money without
“reserve”, without gold, or without any other “title,”
while the same principle does not apply to other Sover-
eign Nations, which must be indebted to those banks in
order to have currency “reserve.” In fact, while the
“dollar” without reserve of gold, has international recogni-
tion as legitimate currency and is driving the Western
economic system, that is not the case for other “curren-
cies” bound by the “necessity” of a “reserve” in “dol-
lars;” so it’s like saying that while the dollar, without re-
serve, has the value of gold, that is not the case for other
currencies!
At this point, we can say that the “International Banking
System” is governed by a feudal type of “hierarchical
structure,” in which there are the Imperial Banks, i.e.,
those able to issue currency without reserve, and the Colo-

The BIS: Bank for International Settlements in Geneva.
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nial Banks, all the others that, to issue its own currency,
must necessarily have a currency of “reserve.”
This “structure” is based on the cultural “monopoly” at
the vertex of the banks and on ‘“public opinion” decul-
tured and accustomed to the principle of monetary rar-
ity. “To say that a country cannot achieve its goals due
to lack of money is like saying that you cannot build
roads for lack of miles!”

The rarity of monetary symbols, tra-
ditionally caused by the rarity of the
goods with which the symbol was
coined (for example gold,), is now ac-
cepted as a perfectly normal, even
though the paper-money (the symbol)
can be produced without limit and
without cost. In addition, there is still a
deep-rooted belief in the need of mon-
ey “reserve,” which is also manufac-
tured without limit and without cost,
but that is universally distributed in
limited quantities arbitrarily established
at the vertexes of the Imperial Banks.
At the present state of affairs, “all” the
peoples of the world are reduced to
the level of “colonies” of the Interna-
tional Banking System with the ag-
gravating circumstance of “not
knowing.” All the social-cultural-
political economic initiatives of the
“nation-colonies” are “condi-
tioned,” “determined” and “pro-
grammed” at the table of the Impe-
rial Banking System, through the
“monopoly” of the issuance and
delivery of the reserve currency
that is “loaned out,” and so “in-
debting” the various nations; and
when the “loans” – moreover – are
denied, the people are destined to
die of hunger.
Money, like water for fish, is by
now “oxygen” for the nations!
With this system, the Imperial
Banks “deduct” from the Colonial
Banks any “discretion” and every
“freedom of decision,” so they can
adjust the monetary gains to the
economic development of their
own country. In fact, these increas-
es are artificially “limited” and
“proportionate” to the “amount” of
reserve currency, which is basically
determined by the Imperial Banks. Money, then, is like
blood: its amount should be proportionate to the size of
the body!

To realize this truth, it is sufficient to consider a simple ex-
ample: if on the market there are 10 pens and 10 lire, you

will be able to sell the pens at a price of 1 lira each pen,
but if you have to produce 10 more pens, you will have to
enter on the market 10 more lire, otherwise you would
have to sell the pens at the price of only half a lira. And if
the pen cost, for example, 0.6 lira, it is obvious that the
process of production, in the absence of increase in mone-
tary liquidity, stops!
This means that every freedom to make decisions on the
development or market recession, does not lie in the hands

of the actual producers of goods, but in
those of the “banking system” that
produces “reserve currency.”  
On this basis one can understand the
meaning of the letter sent by Mayer
Amschel Rothschild to the Company
Klerneimer, Morton and Vander-
gould of New York dated June 26,
1863:

«... few understand this “sys-
tem” and those who under-
stand will be occupied in ex-
ploiting it; the public, per-
haps, will never understand
that the system is contrary to
their interests ... »

That is why - although there exists
in the world raw materials in abun-
dance, labour, facilities, qualified
skilled workers, scientific and
technological resources, and, in
general, sufficient wealth to feed,
even overfeed all its inhabitants -
periodically and punctually, the
economic crises, inflation, unem-
ployment, etcetera, reinvent
themselves, until the arrival of
famine, and even the death of
millions of human beings, all
creatures of God!
The official economic science (at
the service of the Banks) justifies
these crises citing as “cause”
“counterfeit welfare” and “over-
production” and, in some cases,
even reaching the astonishing con-
clusion that it is natural and logi-
cal that some men live in poverty
and in misery and even die of
hunger, despite having nearby,
warehouses crammed with every
type of merchandise!

At this point, the following statement appears clear and
truthful:

«I doubt that the man in the street will be
pleased to learn that the banks are able to
manufacture money, as indeed they do manu-

«With a 
combination 

of high taxes  and 
unfair competition 
to bring ruin on the 
Goyim (Christians) 

in their own financial 
interests and t

heir investments ... »

(Mayer Amschel Rothschild, 1773)
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facture it. The mass of money in circulation
varies only by the intervention of the banks,
through the “expansion” or “contraction” of
credit. Each “credit” or “overdraft” creates
money. And those who “control” the credit of
a country will direct government policy and
hold the destiny of the people in their hands.»
(Reginald McKenna, Member of the House of
Commons, speech given at the Midland Bank in
January 1924).

Also from the Papal See have come many allegations and
admonitions, but never acknowledged by the “men of
good will” (by inability or bad faith?).

Pope Pius XI, for example, in the Social Encyclical
“Quadragesimo anno” (1931) Articles 105-106 and 109
read: 

«An immense power and despotic economic
dictatorship is consolidated in the hands of a
few, who often are not owners but only the
trustees and managing directors of invested
funds which they administer according to

their own arbitrary will and pleasure. This
dictatorship is being most forcibly exercised
by those who, since they hold the money and
completely control it, control credit also and
rule the lending of money. Hence they regulate
the flow, so to speak, of the life-blood whereby
the entire economic system lives, and have so
firmly in their grasp the soul, as it were, of
economic life that no one can breathe against
their will.»

A sane monetary system should provide to the “communi-
ty”,  money which is a “measure of value,” a “medium
of exchange,” a “way of claiming and obtaining goods
and services.”
But to fulfil these “functions,” the prices of goods and
services must remain stable, in other words the ratio be-
tween the volume of goods and services exchanged in a
“community” and the volume of the currency by which
they are traded, should be constant (as the blood circulat-
ing should be commensurate with the size of the body).
The monetary system in use worldwide today, precludes
this equivalence, since as we have seen, the “power” is in
the hands of a few who control at will the fate of na-
tions.
The modern monetary system was introduced in England
by the promoters of the Bank of England, who adopted as
a principle the bank loan according to this procedure: it
lent at interest to the State money which in reality was
its own already!
In fact, a private “coterie (mafia)” headed by Mr. Pater-
son, lent the government of King William III, the sum of
1,200,000 pounds sterling in gold, at 8% interest and as a
counterpart of the “loan” was “authorized” to “print”
Banknotes for the same amount.
If William III had printed the “Notes” himself and had al-
lowed the “cronies of Paterson” to keep the gold, he would
not only have saved the nation 96,000 pounds sterling
(equivalent to one year’s interest at 8%) but his subjects
would also have avoided the “tax” imposed on them to
cover the “debt” contracted through the “Paterson Bank,”
with the consequent rise in prices and with the onset of the
consequent inflationary spiral.
Inflationary effects which, in those days, with a predomi-
nantly agricultural economy, were negligible, but when
the system was introduced in the U.S. in 1913 (the year
of the founding of the Federal Reserve,) after 2 centuries
of industrialization, its effects were felt.

The need for a “growth” economy, in fact, establishes an
“increase” in the demand for “loans” and then an even
higher “debt” to the banks.
“Interest” on these loans piles up on the loan itself, and
the “community” therefore incurs “debts” to the banks
of more money than there is in circulation; in this way,
even if only to allow “colonies” to pay “interest,” banks
are required to expand the volume of their “loans.” In so
doing, it creates a permanent “imbalance” between the
amount of money due to the Imperial Bank and the

The ECB: European Central Bank in Frankfurt.
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quantity of money in circulation with which to make
the repayment, and the attempt to make up the difference
with new loans makes the inflationary effect of the sys-
tem “cumulative,” almost “irreparably.”

Another consequence of this lack of permanent (artifi-
cial) “liquidity” is this: the community is never in a posi-
tion to buy at reasonable prices all goods and services pro-
duced. The effort to overcome this scarcity is one of the
causes of the excessive importance given to “foreign
trade” to achieve a favourable “trade balance.” The pro-
motion of industrialization, the throwaway consumer soci-
ety, generally promoted by the “Mass Media” only aggra-
vate the situation, as they lead the community to borrow
more and more because of the requirement of industries
to borrow further from the banking system. 
It’s a dizzying spiral!

The peoples, the more they produce and the more they ad-
vance industrially, the more they overtake other nations in
the “hit parade” of the economy; but at the same time - co-
incidentally note the inconsistency! – the more they are
indebted! And to whom? It’s simple, isn’t it? To the Im-
perialist Banking System, but the “Mass Media” is care-
ful not to mention this reality!

6. THE GREAT PARASITE 
OR THE HIDDEN GOVERNMENT

Since the first appearance of civilization, the people ap-
pointed Leaders – by choice or by force – but yet
renowned leaders, acknowledged and responsible for their
actions. Above the heads of the weaker nations, was the
power of the dominant people. But over the heads of the
stronger peoples there was nobody, no other power, and no
other man. And this is the fundamental criterion for
distinguishing the free peoples from the people are not
free.
For at least two centuries, in an ever growing measure, and
in different degrees from region to region, from area to
area, it is no longer so: the hardly recognizable, never re-
sponsible, “unofficial forces,” are the true, the real
Masters of the game. They decide the destinies of the
peoples. They are there somewhere, in high places and
everywhere, omnipresent and elusive, but still over our
heads. They provide us with ideals and slogans, reasons to
hate and fight, weapons and money!
For several decades, a new factor has been added, a power
outside and above all, a power that, among the many
forces that agitates, that fights, that emerges and bubbles
on the “crust” of the planet Earth, and chooses – as does
the puppeteer - who must win and who must lose.
This power is constituted by the men of the Great In-
ternational Finance that slowly, unceasingly, wisely, have
stretched out the “threads” of their “intangible” network.
They made use, of the East as of the West, now one ide-
ology, now another according to their interest and advan-
tage.

The Great “Parasite” has founded his instruments of
“exploitation” and of “dominion” on “lies,” on “decep-
tion,” “intellectual and spiritual subversion” meticu-
lously planned for hundreds of years. 

Through liberal capitalism, it has subjugated human be-
ings with the “Phantom of Liberty” and with the mirage
of wealth, always there, alluring, two steps away but al-
ways elusive! Through Communist Socialism – instead –
it has hypnotized and, without chloroform, has put the
masses to sleep, with the utopia of Justice and the lie of
Equality, “awakening,” then, in the Gulag Archipelago,
“behind the Iron Curtain” and Cement  Walls. The
“foundations” of the same bourgeois ideology were de-
molished, in order to realize the ever forgotten “biblical
promise” of dominion of the Chosen People over the
gentiles and over all the countries of the earth!

The High Finance Banking chooses a country or group of
countries to dominate the world, giving these countries the
illusion that they are the true rulers, whereas, in reality,
they are the ones to be totally dominated in turn.
Until World War I, the “Money Masters” identified their
interests with those of the British Empire, and then aban-
doned it, without ceasing to continue to exploit it. 
They had done this previously with the Russian Czarist
and Hapsburg empires, as well as with France, and as
they are currently preparing to do, we think, over a period
of one (or two) generations, with the USA.
In an article appearing in “Avvenire” (08.11.1989, p. 9),
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Maurizio Blondet comments thus, «In fact, “the Finan-
cial Crisis” in New York could not be more bleak, in the
diagnosis of Felix Rohatyn, the banker of the very power-
ful investment bank Lazard Freres and Co., and Presi-
dent of the “Municipal Assistance Corporation” ...» The
entire article shows how, in effect, the U.S. has in place a
“great economic recession.”
In the same article, the Nobel Prize winner for economics,
Maurice Allais states:

«We have to change the system of the credit as
it works today, i.e. the creation of money from
nothing by the International Banking system.» 

For several decades, the interests of High Finance over-
lapped with those of the American Empire, until the Sec-
ond World War, then, faced with the danger that a total
American “supremacy” could lead to a political and
economic power too strong to be “controlled,” the High
Finance decided to push the U.S. toward “decline,” while
she was made to grow, but always under control, the “So-
viet” power to be used as a counterweight.

Today, we are at US-Soviet Agreement (with meetings
even on warships in the Mediterranean). But really, has no
one ever noticed that the two “superpowers” have nev-
er had need to join forces, because they always have
been joined, through the Upper Finance Banking? Has
no one really ever realized that the “cold war” was a
scam and that the USA and USSR are two of the same
pincer jaws, whose handles are kept under control by a
single hand?
The book, “Vodka-Cola” by Charles Levinson, is one of
many sources of information demonstrating the union be-
tween “capitalism” and “communism.”
In particular, it documents that the “main” banks in the lib-
eral-capitalist sector, first among all of those branded
Morgan and Rockefeller, have their own “branches” in
the socialist-communist countries since 1917 (such as
Chase Manhattan Bank, etc.),  and vice versa, the social-
ist-communist sector banks have “branches” in the liberal-
capitalist countries (e. g. Northern Europe Commercial
Bank, Eurobank BCEN, etc.); that the “capitalist”
economy  sustains the “communist” with a continuous
“flow” of facilitated “credit”, if not even non-repayable
“grant.” In addition, a dossier “published in the journal
“OP” of May 1982 showed how the “Gosbank” (the
Central Soviet Bank) was a limited company with “par-
ticipation of foreign private capital” (e. g. the Aschberg,
Sweden, etc.).
Today, we are witnessing the downfall of many barriers,
ideological and non-ideological walls; before our eyes
what no one thought could ever happen is happening, but
the ways of High Finance are endless!
The process of socio-political-economic-cultural-reli-
gious “homogenization” is essential for the establish-
ment of a New World Order to technocratic govern-
ment. We see, therefore, the apparent gradual rapproche-
ment of the “two” alleged “enemy brothers” conceived
and born from the Yalta Pact. 

«We shall have world government, whether or not we
like it. The question is only whether world government
will be achieved by consent or by conquest,» proclaimed
James P. Warburg, of Kuhn-Loeb & Co., the son of
Max Warburg, in 1950, during a session of the United
States Senate, who, along with Jacob Schiff, was the
greatest financier of the Russian Revolution (1917).

Aurelio Peccei, Executive Member of PCI and founder
and President of the “Club of Rome” (one of many glob-
alist institutes) said: 

«We need to arrive at an efficient “world sys-
tem,” governable with the same techniques of
“marketing.” And it is precisely this that is tak-
ing place in the world: a “plot” by an almost
closed number of Multinational Corporations,
is carrying out the agreed-upon “division” of
the “market areas,” resulting in the “cessation
of all forms of economic competition” and the
policy of the single “national sovereignty.”»

The Wall Street banker, Jacob Schiff, an intimate friend of the Roth-
schilds and principal financier of the Russian Revolution of 1917.
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name of the beast, or the number of his name.
Here is wisdom. He that hath understanding, let
him count the number of the beast. For it is the
number of a man: and the number of him is 666.»
(Revelation Chapter 13: 15-18)

As early as 1975, Dr. Charles Ducombe of the Informa-
tion Office of Jerusalem declared that Dr. Harinck Eide-
man, head analyst of MEC Bruxelles, revealed the exis-
tence of a “Super-computer” called “The Beast,” occu-
pying 3 floors of an Edifice carpeted with computers, and
that would have assigned a number to each inhabitant of
the Earth, and its code is “666.” (See “Chiesa Viva” n.
201, p. 9, 12 and 13). Another Super-Computer or Su-
perMarket of Religions, called the “Temple of Under-
standing,” with 6 arches, 6 sides and 6 vaults (here re-
turns “666”), would provide from the U.S. to sell to the
spiritual “consumers”, wherever they live on earth, the
“religion of choice,” with the possibility of choosing from
assorted “sampling” of the most important ones.

Behind the large multinationals, operate the banks that
create money out of nothing! (for which we now under-
stand better the causes of “wars” going on between giants
that contend for the European Common “Market” and the
reason to achieve it). 
And when such an event will actually be implemented in
the whole world, then the World Economic Power, the
Great “Parasite,” indistinguishable in the “infinite mass
of anonymous shareholders of the “limited company,” will
outsource the daily management of the Empire of Cap-
ital in the World technocracy. Every “national sover-
eignty” will cease “automatically,” the World Econom-
ic Power will rule with an absolute “power,” worse
than that of a “tyrant.”
The people will be deprived of their wealth, in exchange
for “Credit Cards” or perhaps still worse, not even those,
but a “Personal Number” (the personal Code or “mark
of the beast” or the number 666, applied by means of a
subcutaneous microsurgical operation on the right hand
or on the forehead as in Revelation, Chapter 13, verse 17).
In this situation we will be offered the choice to adapt to
the rules or be left to die of hunger! 

«If today man can still choose between differ-
ent conceptions of the world and continually
has to face moral and spiritual dilemmas, to-
morrow will not be so ... we will have in the
future only technical choices!» (C. Finzi).

The Technocratic Government, in fact, will constitute a
kind of “elitist” corporation, carefully “selected” and
properly “educated,” that will be responsible to oper-
ate on the coldly “rational” basis and with choices
merely “technical,” all designed to bring out the maxi-
mum “profitability” for the World Economic Power.
There will be the “suppression” of every type of “priva-
tization” in the level of “affection” and that of the “ef-
fects;” the Technocracy will absorb all the “rights” of the
“person” and “family;” the “socialization” will also in-
clude the education of children (already they are trying to
take them away in Italy, perhaps under the pretext that
children need to live “well” economically), and everything
will be delegated to the Technocratic Government.
An “Agnostic Humanism” will replace the old “Christ-
ian Humanism.” This will achieve a breed of men, to
whom will be distributed a set amount of food per capi-
ta, which is necessary for survival and for production!
Once again the words of Revelation will resonate in the
mind:   

«And it was given him to give life to the image
of the beast, and that the image of the beast
should speak; and should cause, that whosoever
will not adore the image of the beast, should be
slain. And he shall make all, both little and
great, rich and poor, freemen and bondmen,
to have a character in their right hand, or on
their foreheads. And that no man might buy
or sell, but he that hath the character, or the

«And the third angel followed
them, saying with a loud voice: If
any man shall adore the beast
and his image, and receive his
character in his forehead, or in
his hand;  He also shall drink of
the wine of the wrath of God,
which is mingled with pure wine
in the cup of his wrath, and shall
be tormented with fire and brim-
stone in the sight of the holy an-
gels, and in the sight of the Lamb.
And the smoke of their torments
shall ascend up forever and ever:
neither have they rest day nor
night, who have adored the beast,
and his image, and whoever re-
ceiveth the character of his name.
Here is the patience of the saints,
who keep the commandments of
God, and the faith of Jesus.»

(Apocalypse 14: 9-12)
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So, with the extermination of “native” cultures and “cul-
tures” and the plummeting of “traditions” into oblivion,
will end up in the dust of museums without visitors! Ac-
cess to higher education will be reserved for the “caste”
of technocrats; knowledge of the “masses” will be re-
duced to the minimum, consistent with that required
for work performance. Once the “Universal Synarchy”
is achieved, technocrats will be the official operators of
the Mega-Brain and all its terminals, and at that point
the World Empire of Capital will have dominion [“do-
minion usque ad sidera et usque ad inferos”] for “whoever
owns the soil, it is theirs all the way up to Heaven and
down to Hell.”
It is quite understandable and natural that the reader of
these notes can show a morsel of “doubt” and wonder how
it is possible that all this comes about, and how it could
happen that the general population – politicians, scientists,
sociologists – is totally unaware of the Great Parasite that
lurks behind our backs and of whom (almost) no one talks.

E. Ronzoni wrote:

«The dark times in which we live are charac-
terized with respect to past eras in the “totali-
tarian” and “widespread” way, with which the
masses are “conditioned” and for the way in
which in the name of Democracy, they are
kept “subtly” in the dark about what is being
decided against them.»

THE GREAT SEAL 
OF THE TRILATERAL COMMISSION

In the centre of the seal, appears a Beast with seven heads, the
“Beast coming from the sea” as described in the Revelation of
St. John. The Beast enwraps a dodecahedron, that is, a solid
with 12 faces representing the World. The Beast, therefore,
symbolizes the Emperor of the World, and is the Head of the
temporal power, with Lucifer and the Patriarch of the World,
forming the blasphemous and satanic Most Holy and Indivisi-
ble Trinity , namely the Third Masonic Trinity.
The dodecahedron, composed of two square-based pyramids
placed above and below a parallelepiped with a square base,
with its 6 visible vertices, pinpointing the 6-pointed Star etched
on the solid. The 6-pointed Star is a symbol of the Rothschild
family and, in ancient times, Druid priests used it to symbolize
human sacrifices.
Above the Beast and the Dodecahedron, there are three 6-point
Stars. Since the star represents the number 6 (its vertices) and
18 (segments made thus), the meaning of the 3 Stars is 
3 times 6 = 666 = the Antichrist and the Mark of the Beast,
3 times 18 = 666 = Declaration of War agaist God.
Over the three 6-pointed Stars, there is the inscription: NOS-
TER ORDO SECLORUM, composed of 18 letters, which
symbolize the 18th degree Knight of the Rose-Croix Scottish
Rite of Freemasonry which has the task to eradicate the Sacri-
fice of Christ on the Cross from the face of the earth.
Under the Beast there is the inscription: EGO TERMINATIO
EGO FIDES EGO SCEPTRUM, symbolizing the three pow-
ers of Lucifer and of the Holy and Indivisible Masonic Trini-
ty. Lightning manifests the divine will and the omnipotence
of the “supreme god”. The two Lightnings, in the claws of the
beast, symbolize the dual power of destruction and creation
of the “supreme god” of Freemasonry.
The Seal is enclosed in a succession of triple arches, 31 of which
are visible to the right and 31 to the left. This number indicates
the 31th degrees of Scottish Rite Freemasonry, the degree of the
Masonic SAPIENTIA, and that is the art of “binding the hands
and feet of the usurpers of the rights of men” (i.e., Catholics).
In this degree, the Mason swears blind obedience to the Most
Holy of Holies and Indivisible Masonic Trinity.
In this degree, the Freemason is free from any obligation of
oaths, in the past, to other authorities. 
The Motto of the 31st degree is: “Justice and Equity.”

“Rothschild”, cartoon of C. Léandre - France 1898.
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Here is one more testimony from Gore Vidal: 

«I believe that most of what we consider Hu-
man History is probably false. We have no way
of knowing, apart from what they told us. What
we do know is that history is written by those
who won the wars, so we know only one side ...
Whoever governs desires that no one comes to
the “root of the problem” because, if that
eventuates, then the people could change the
government. Today, the ruler exercises his
power through television and the press giving
false images of the world!» (See “L’informatore
librario” no. 1, 1984).

“Wall Street” (so-called because it was the first American
ghetto separating Jews from Americans, and later, as “re-
venge,” therein arose the largest Money Temple) and the
City of London, through the various Foundations (Ford,
Carnegie, Rockefeller, etc.) that “feed” with inex-
haustible “rivers of gold” the “machine” that maintains the
gigantic deception.

Even the Kremlin, according to Eugene Melani of “Il
Giornale Nuovo,” contributes the sum of 5,000 billion
lire a year to overturn the “truth” and obfuscate the con-
science of the people. And so therefore the World Eco-
nomic Power manages to keep hidden and viewed as sci-
ence fiction because, today, it has full control of all the
“centres” of power of the earth.
Governments – sorry to say – are “puppets” in its
hands; the press, the TV, the radio, the cinema are its
“dependents” and the tools of mental conditioning of
the people. On the other hand, among intellectuals, histo-
rians, sociologists, philosophers, etcetera, no one dares to

come out of the rut of official “histori-
ography” permitted and approved by
sociology, since each of them is aware
that the slightest “offense” would
clearly truncate academic career,
sinecures, honours, wealth, and would
transform their lives into failure, if not
tragedy.
If, despite careful vigilance, still some
uncorrupted ones come forward, a few
brave, some unconquerable, there is
for all the same fate: the “excommuni-
cation” on the part of official “intelli-
gentsia” and confinement in the “ghet-
to” of the visionaries, of the vulgar, of
the storyteller, of the raving, of the un-
reliable, of the mentally ill, etcetera.

***

We are aware that even this small
work, however incomplete – because
of so many things we want to say –
will be understood only by a few, but

it comes with the hope of inducing “reflection,” to study
and fathom the depths of the problems and realities, just
sketched here. 

The Tower of Babel. The New World Government is none other than the New Tower of Babel
wanted by the occult power for the total annihilation of the Church of Christ.
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Also we want it to be an exhortation not to despair but
to fight for our future and that of our children, know-
ing that the pages of the future have not yet been writ-
ten.

Here’s something to think about:

«After the great intoxication, after the collective
euphoria, we will plumb the inner silence that

will to lay bare, the loneliness of those who
have no certainty, nor myth, nor gods, nor the
will to exist. And anguish cometh as never be-
fore. That will be the time when many among
the masses will begin to ask questions, and to
seek answers to the questions: to understand the
why, the how, the when.»

And more: 

«The crisis will come upon an unprepared,
stunned, helpless, lost mass: a “throng” with-
out any reference to morality, unaccustomed to
any sympathetic behavior, educated exclusively
in unrestrained selfishness and mutual wellbeing;
a mass incapable to design and build. It will be
an unprecedented phenomenon because never
before has there been manifested such a
prevalence of material interest over spiritual
values. 
With the God-Mammon collapse, all structures
built in its name, and the current wellbeing van-
ished, suddenly you will have a period of
chaos, violence and abuse. The course of events
can change only at the hands of the aristocracy
capable of effective authority,  that is able to em-
body values, to guide and give security and con-
fidence, to restore concrete forms of solidarity.»

There is always a possibility for the people to rise
again, to modify their own destiny. Should men desire it,
governments would still be able to “restructure” the
“economic system” and therefore the “socio-political;”
Christian civilization always has the possibility to
avoid disaster. 

«The members of the World
Government will be appointed
by the Dictator. He will choose
men from among its scientists,
economists, financiers, industri-
alists and millionaires ...»

«The forced unemployment and
hunger ... creates the right of
Capital to rule more securely.»

«The Reign of Terror ... is the
most economical means to bring
the population into quick sub-
mission ... »

«... the Goyim (Christians) will
destroy each other, but on a
scale so colossal that, in the end,
just the masses of the proletari-
at will remain in the world, with
a few millionaires devoted to
our cause ... and the police force
and military sufficient to pro-
tect our interests.»

(Mayer Amschel Rothschild, 1773)
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The civilized world must first “Restore All things in
Christ,” to recover the physical and mental health, an in-
dispensable condition for the “return” of the prerogative of
the Sovereign National Monetary Issue: 
Only thus would Samson’s hair be cut!!! 
We must bring back the use of the “monetary” instru-
ment for the purposes for which it was established. It
was a “message of love” and “brotherhood,” of “chari-
ty” and of “wellbeing,” a foretaste of God’s generosity!
The peoples must recognize God’s sovereignty over all
things and all men; obedience is due only to Him without
end and without reserve, to Him the fidelity and confi-
dence of every man.

«See, I have set before thee this day life and
good, death and evil, for I command you today
to love the Lord your God, to walk in his ways,
to keep His commands, His laws and His ordi-
nances, then you shall live and multiply, and
the Lord will bless you ... But if your heart
turns away and if you do not listen but shalt
be drawn away, and worship other gods and
serve them, I declare to you today that you
shall surely perish ... I take as witnesses today
against you, that heaven and earth: I have set be-
fore you life and death, blessing and cursing,
therefore choose life, that you and your de-
scendants may live.» (Deut. 30-15,19).
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